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Thank you all for the phenomenal response to yesterday's T-shirt announcement. A few updates: T-shirt-loving nerds unite! We are very excited to announce two new Lifehacker T-shirts... Read moreAsk and you'll get: Now there are larger sizes available for both shirts, including Women's XL and Men's XXL.Package deal: Buy both shirts
and get $5 off! Unfortunately, our current shopping cart does not support this arrangement, so monetize, email purchases to gawker dot com after purchase, and we will refund $5 within 24 hours. If you bought one of the T-shirts yesterday, and today you want to buy another one, that's fine - you can still get your $5 back. Keep posting
your thoughts in the comments! Our T-shirt-making elves are ready, doing everything they can to help move these suckers. Now go ahead, buy t-shirts. Lifehacker: Geek to Live Shirt Productively Lazy ShirtG/O Media can get a commission If you've ever watched even one episode price is right, you've seen some of the custom-made Tshirts that contestants or entire groups of potential contestants wear on the show. These shirts contain strange, funny sayings about the show, presenter, games or models. If you're participating in a show shoot and hoping to be a contestant, you might want to start thinking about creating your own shirts to wear. These T-shirts don't
guarantee you'll be invited to come to the Contestants' Turn, but they do indicate to the casting people that you're thrilled to be there. Also, if you have a particularly smart shirt, there is a high probability that you will at least get some camera time when the show airs. Since Price is the real longest-running game show on daytime TV, there
is a good chance that your ideas have been used before. You want to avoid things like Carey's Cuties, which was overused when Drew Carey first took over the show. The best way to understand the phrases and sayings that will be unique is to invest some time in watching the series - which, if you hope to be a contestant, you should still
be doing. You can draw inspiration from your personality on the show if you like. It's hosted by Carey, but don't forget the announcer, George Gray. Or if you watch the traveling show Price make sure you know for sure who will host before designing the shirt. (For those who see the Las Vegas version, stay away from designing a shirt
around the host as they change frequently.) Another way to approach this is to consider games and other elements price is right. There are loads of price game shows, but there are also plenty of terms you could embed, such as: Contestant's RowCome on downThe big wheelShowcase or Showcase ShowdownItem up for bid (Make sure
you know the difference between a showcase and a showcase showdown.) Here. Great advice to remember when coming up with a phrase: You just can't be too shabby. This is a game. Game shows are cheesy, and everyone loves them that way. Go for extra cheesiness. If you're really drawing a blank, feel free to use one of these
(somewhat generic) sayings/phrases on your T-shirt. Let me take that big wheel for a spin! Hey, George, I want to get off! Drew Carey for PresidentA appreciate is right here – Choose me! Crazy about Plinko Before deciding what to put on your tee, use these tips to make the most of your wearable declaration: Spelling counts. Make sure
everything you write is spelled correctly, especially all the appropriate names. Don't try to squeeze in too much text. You have limited space, and people will have limited time to read what you have, so keep it simple. Tie your saying or phrase in with your hometown, your occupation or something else that will make it unique. If you can
meet up with the group and make the right shirts, overall you'll have a bigger impact – at least on the cameraman. Bright colors are great, but you want to make sure that the text stands out as well. Before you dedicate yourself to colors, hold a small pattern of color text according to the main color of the shirt and make sure you see it
clearly from a distance. Once you've decided what you want your shirt to say, it's time to get down to the design job. You have several options: You can write the text on your shirt yourself or perform it professionally. Getting a professional to create a tee is a really good idea and doesn't have to be expensive. A professional can do wellspaced things, recommend text size and give you an overview of the shirt before it is actually printed. You can opt for text on the front and/or back of your shirt or even on your sleeves. Many locations will also allow you to enter your own T-shirt that will be printed instead of selling you your own stock. If instead you decide to take the D.I.Y.
route and print your own T-shirt, there are a few things you'll want to keep in mind. First, create your design on paper, in real size, so you can see what the spacing will look like. When ready to commit, use permanent markers or fabric colors that won't work or fade if it sweats, rains or otherwise dims. Lighter-colored T-shirts work best. Use
dark colored markers or fabric colors to get your message across. Skip to the main contentRD.COMTake that wore the shirt from behind and put it in one of these new uses. Shorten the shirt with long sleeves. Take that worn shirt off your back and put it in one of these new uses. Shorten the shirt with long sleeves. If your shirt has frayed
cuffs but otherwise looks good, cut off and cut the sleeves to make them short-sleeved. You'll get a lot of extra wear from herWorn-out long-sleeved T-shirts to make big The smocks. On the next household project, don a a long-sleeved shirt. You won't have to worry about paint stains and mud. And of course, old-shirt smocks are perfect
for children during creative colors or arts and crafts time at home or at school. Make a shirt in your backpack. Tie a knot at the bottom of the shirt and stuff in through the collar part. Tie the ends of your sleeves and tie it over your shoulder. This is a good way to carry a small amount of laundry to the laundromat. Old shirts make big rags.
They are especially good for cleaning spiders and other dust from ceilings and corners. Just shing on one end of the broom and start dusting. Rags from shirts are also good polishing shoes. Make napkins. Cut the back of the shirt into 12-inch squares of fabric. Hem on each side together and you have a new set of dinner napkins. Cut off
the lining. Remove all buttons and decorations from the shirt and set it aside for your children, who will love all the little things you have given them for art and crafts projects. Originally published: April 09, 2011Originally Published in Reader's Digest Enjoy the BEST Stories, Tips and Jokes! What you wear reflects your deepest desires,
whether it's a screaming power suit I crave success, or a throne suit screaming I crave Jeff Bridges! For clothes that serve what every man craves, grab Two In The Shirt.Specializing in T-shirts showing cheeky videos of naked/near-naked women, seattle-based T.I.T.S. based its entire operation on the simple but bold assumption that
everyone wants sex, a deeply more exciting truism than the one behind their previous incarnation, The Food, Shelter and Love Collection. The new holiday line throws out such uplifting numbers as Carol &amp; Cheryl, on which they said that ladies have a Santa hat while wrestling with their tongues; Gifted, displaying the ultimate xxxmas
morning, complete with strategically placed ribbons; and Twice as beautiful, sporting a pair of seasonal underwear, perfect as Santa already knows you're a stone coal pimp. More freshness includes Dim (martini drinking girl blowing logo'd smoke rings), Umbrella (coincidentally long-haired brunette sissy on fruit cycle) and flawless, (girl
w/vivid shades of lip and giant matching gemstone), thematically linked because women with alcohol, women with fruit, and women with diamonds all just make sense; Also newly available are vampire True Blood and Good Greens, which show a hot golfer smoking ganja, engaged in a game of whale, whale, giving. Future T.I.T.S. plans
include collabs with Tera Patrick and local hip-hop crew Dyme Def; Right now, they're also offering $100 gift certificates to the winners of their online sexy Halloween costume contest - whoever wins just needs to remember to wash those lace parts on Light Cycle. Just as we did with a T-shirt dress, leggings and overalls, we asked 5

women ranging in size from small to XX-large to try on this top and their sincere opinions. Read on to find out what they think. Today in the size of a small T-shirt, Christine felt cool and casual. I don't wear T-shirts that often, but it's very comfortable, she explained. She thought the T-shirt was perfect for a leisurely day of tasks. Christine
styled the shirt with a pair of ripped black skinny jeans, a kitten heel and sunglasses. It's easy, it's breezy, she said, I can run around town and do things with it. Put on your sneakers and ponytail and you're ready. Her only objection to the shirt was that it's a little long: Maybe I just wrap it up, tie it in a knot, try to make it a little shorter
somehow, but it's a comfortable T-shirt. TODAYElissa, who wore a midsized T-shirt, also found this look simple and comfortable. It's a nice option if you don't want to wear a logo or any kind of slogan. It's just an effortless T-shirt, she said. I'd wear it with jeans to the grocery store or a picnic in Central Park. Elissa didn't like the yellow color
on it, but with 8 different colors listed on Amazon, there's an elegant option that suits every skin tone and color preferences. She styled the shirt with jeans, sandals and a necklace. This is the perfect way to wear a T-shirt on a summer's day. With the simple addition of a lightweight jacket, this look can easily be crossed in the fall.
DANASkourtney tried on a large T-shirt in navy blue. She paired her look with velvet slide-on sneakers and cut-off jeans. Normally I'm not a T-shirt person but if I had to choose, this would definitely be the type of T-shirt I'd be comfortable in, she said. Overall, Kourtney found this a casual yet elegant look. It's something for the weekends
you throw out to do tasks and stuff. It's perfect. TODAY Our size X model, DeAndra, thought this stylish T-shirt was airy and comfortable. It's very soft, she explained. It's not very thick, but it's thicker than a typical woman's shirt because for some reason they tend to make our shirts thinner. For the video, DeAndra paired the shirt with black
leggings and a shimmering silver sneaker. Her styling perfectly groomed the look up, while sticking to the desired casual vibe. Today in size XX, Elizabeth was a big fan of her purple T-shirt. I like the browned edge at the bottom. I felt like it was super flattering because it's a plus size T-shirt, she recounted. Elizabeth also liked the T-shirt
material. I felt light, Elizabeth said, she didn't feel like a heavy T-shirt. It's a summer T-shirt. Elizabeth styled the shirt with jeans and brown sandals. I think I'd wear it with shorts or jeans and probably hang out with friends. Like a bonfire or going to a park or a food truck festival or something like that, she told TODAY. For more stories like
this, check out Discover more deals, shopping tips and recommendations for budget-friendly products, download the new TODAY app and subscribe to our Stuff We Love newsletter! Newsletter!
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